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Presidential front-runners on defense
Wis. primaries could
further unsettle races,
especially for Trump
By JOSE A. DELREAL
and JOHN WAGNER
WASHINGTON POST

MILWAUKEE
—
Donald
Trump and Hillary Clinton, the
front-runners in their parties’
presidential nominating contests, have found themselves
on the defensive in Wisconsin,

where Tuesday’s primaries
could deliver embarrassing setbacks and further unsettle both
races.
A loss for Trump in particular
could reset a Republican contest
that has been dominated by his
outsider candidacy and outsized
media presence. Amid scrutiny following several high-profile stumbles, state polls show
Trump in a tight race with Sen.
Ted Cruz of Texas, prompting
speculation about whether Wisconsin could mark the beginning of the high-flying candi-

date’s downfall.
Those polls show Clinton in
a similarly tight race with Sen.
Bernie Sanders, the democratic
socialist from Vermont whose
populist, anti-Wall Street message has transformed what was
expected to be an easy nomination race for Clinton into a long
and arduous slog.
Winning Wisconsin, the only
state to vote this week, would
give Sanders a fresh dose of
momentum — and perhaps new
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“If you were familiar with the old forest and drove out there today,
you might get lost. .... The trees you remember, they’re gone.”
JIM WRIGHT, interim forest manager about Boggs Mountain Demonstration State Forest

Reviving burned forest

Maps
show
a wider
SR fault
Rodgers Creek fault
extends further east
than first thought
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Jim Wright, interim forest manager of the Boggs Mountain State Demonstration Forest, looks out last week over land ravaged by the Valley fire.

Recovery efforts underway at fire-ravaged Boggs Mountain
By GLENDA ANDERSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

B

racken ferns and apple green grass shoots are
beginning to rise through the scorched soil of
Boggs Mountain Demonstration State Forest in
southwestern Lake County, a sign of nature’s will to
mend itself.
But it will take several decades and human intervention to restore the 3,493-acre woods devastated by
September’s Valley fire to anything resembling its
former self. The rich forest both produced timber and
annually drew thousands of hikers, bikers, horseback riders and campers. It’s closed to visitors until
at least the fall.
When the fast-moving wildfire roared through, it
burned 99 percent of the forest, leaving in its wake
TURN TO FOREST » PAGE A2

Billy Jungwirth of Cottonwood helps salvage burned trees in the
Boggs Mountain State Demonstration Forest.

Federal geologists have released the most detailed maps to
date showing just where the Rodgers Creek fault slices through
Santa Rosa, detailing where it
runs beneath churches, medical
offices, a shopping center and
three elementary schools.
The new maps, produced using
aerial lasers able to make precise
topographical measurements,
show the fault
zone is wider INSIDE
and stretches How close do you
farther
east live to the fault?
than previous Map on A5
assumed, said
Suzanne Hecker, a geologist with
the U. S. Geological Survey and
the lead author of the study.
The fault, which was responsible for two 1969 quakes that killed
one person and damaged several
buildings in Santa Rosa, has long
been thought to run north-south
along the city’s east side — from
Taylor Mountain, through Doyle
Park, near Santa Rosa Memorial
Hospital and past the city’s Rural
Cemetery.
But because the area has
long been developed, geologists
have not been able to use aerial
photography to precisely locate
the tell-tale topographical features identifying where the fault
reaches the surface — areas
known as traces.
“The reason we didn’t know
exactly where the fault went
through Santa Rosa before was
because it was obscured by urban development,” Hecker said.
“Now we’re able to exactly delineate where the traces go through
the city.”
Now, instead of a single dotTURN TO FAULT » PAGE A5

UC moves to admit more state students
Offers to California
high school seniors
reportedly rises 15%
By TERESA WATANABE
LOS ANGELES TIMES

The University of California
announced Monday a significant boost in California students, particularly Latinos and
African-Americans, offered admission for fall 2016.
The announcement comes as
the UC system has been under
political fire for what critics say

is a policy of admitting too many
applicants from other states and
countries.
Admissions offers to California high school seniors
increased by 8,488 to 66,123 —
nearly a 15 percent increase over
last year. Among them, offers to
Latinos increased to 22,704 from
16,608 last year, while those to
African-Americans grew to
3,083 from 2,337 during the same
time period.
The UC also increased offers to nonresident students, to
32,799, representing a 7.7 percent hike. The three most pop-

ular campuses — UCLA, UC
Berkeley and UC San Diego —
have capped their enrollment of
out-of-state students.
The announcement came just
days after a state audit slammed
the 10-campus system for hurting California students, particularly under-represented minorities, by admitting too many
applicants from other states and
countries. The audit urged a
cap on nonresidents, along with
tougher eligibility standards for
them.
UC President Janet Napolitano decried those findings as

unfair. She said UC tripled the
number of nonresidents in the
past eight years so their extra
tuition costs — $728 million
during that time — could help
compensate for massive budget
cuts in the system. UC lost nearly $1 billion, or about a third of
its budget, after the 2008 recession and has still not fully recovered, although the state has
begun increasing support.
But thanks to a deal with Gov.
Jerry Brown and the Legislature for more state dollars, UC
TURN TO UC » PAGE A2
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